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Information
Age

Industrial 
Age



• Time-based and episodic
• Assembly line–like
• One-size-fits-all
• Input-focused
• Passive
• Focused on transferring 

facts and psychomotor skills 
from experts to students

Industrial 
Age Warning: This is intentionally hyperbolic and a

bit apocryphal, but you get the idea…    

What are we evolving from? Industrial Age Learning



• Lifelong continuum
• Interconnected 
• Personalized
• Outcome-focused
• Active
• Focused on fostering 21st

century competencies

What are we evolving to? Information Age Learning

Information
Age



• Lifelong continuum
• Interconnected 
• Personalized
• Outcome-focused
• Active
• Focused on fostering 21st

century competencies

Future 
Learning 
Ecosystem



The Military Services and other Federal Agencies are already 
exploring the Future Learning Ecosystem concept



At the Tipping Point: Learning 
Science and Technology as Key 
Strategic Enablers for the Future of 
Defense and Security

Raybourn et al. (2017)   I/ITSEC

This paper summarizes many of the top-level strategy 
and policy documents directing an evolution in military 

learning and development systems



Technology, including artificial intelligence and 
data science, have progressed—making the 

future learning ecosystem technically viable



Cognitive science and neuroscience have 
similarly matured, creating the research-based 

framework to guide technology application



…and there are other 
drivers encouraging the 

modernization of our 
talent development 

systems
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SAMR Model
Popularized by Ruben Puentedura

WARNING: Consider how you’re applying new 
technologies—are you using them in the same old ways?





 CONTINUUM OF LEARNING



Imagine this bullseye is your learning experience—maybe it’s a 
simulation-based scenario, a schoolhouse course, or even an 

apprenticeship or on-the-job experience. What do you know about your 
students or trainees coming into the learning experience? And what data 

do you pass on to the next experience afterwards?



Training
Exercise

Boot-
Camp

On-
Board 

Training
University

Seminar

Simulation

MOOC

Imagine if we instead had a robust history of data coming into our learning event? 
And what if we were like a relay team, that passed the baton when we were done, 

and not just to formal training and education—but what if we could do this with 
informal, too? Self-directed learning, social learning, and other experiences…?



But once we link all of our islands together, how do we ensure 
that the apples from my island can fit with the oranges from 
yours? In other words, how do I make sure that my data and 

your data can actually co-exist in a meaningful way? 



Specifically, how do we ensure that we talk about 
learning content, job and task requirements, and 

human performance in similar ways?



Photo by Paul VanDerWerf

 COMMON CURRENCY



We do, sort of, have a common currency 
today: Time. But it’s not a good measure of 
human performance or learning outcomes.



INPUT OUTCOME



OUTCOME

Competencies
Credentials



Knowledge and Skills
“…a measurable pattern of knowledge, skills, abilities, 
behaviors, and other characteristics that an individual 
needs to perform work roles or occupational functions 
successfully. Competencies specify the ‘how’ of 
performing job tasks, or what the person needs to do 
the job successfully.” 

U.S. Office of Personnel Management
Social and Emotional

Traits and Aptitudes

Metacognition

Motives

Self-Concept

Competencies



NOVICE

ADVANCED 
BEGINNER

COMPETENT

PROFICIENT

MASTER

Competencies



 PROFESSIONALIZE



Quality teachers have 
profound impacts on 
student learning 
outcomes

Rockoff (2004). The impact 
of individual teachers on 

student achievement: 
Evidence from panel data



The impact of a high-quality (or 
poor-quality) teacher a can 
have a lifelong influence

Hanushek (2011). How 
much is a good teacher 

worth?



Darling-Hammond 
(1999). Teacher quality and 

student achievement: A 
review of state policy 

evidence.

Teachers’ knowledge 
and skill in the practice 
of education is more 
important than their 
content expertise—the 
context, delivery, and 
other pedagogical (or 
andragogical) factors 
matter significantly



People who can “teach themselves” (self-regulate 
their learning) also have a major advantage. 
According to one meta-analysis, this ability accounts 
for 17% of the variance in learning outcomes.

Sitzmann, T., & Ely, K. 
(2011). A meta-analysis of 

self-regulated learning… 
Psychological Bulletin



According to polls conducted jointly by Gallup and the Lumina Foundation, 96% of chief 
academic officers at higher education institutions felt their programs were “very” or 
“somewhat” effective at preparing students for the world of work

Source: Preety Sidhu and Valerie J. Calderon (2016). https://news.gallup.com

—but only 11% of business leaders strongly agreed. Business leaders said graduates lack 
the skills and competences their companies actually need.



Learning Experience Design

Learning Skill

Behavioral Economics/Nudge

Marketing/Experience Design

Human-Systems Integration

Learning Engineering

So, while “learning skill” is undoubtedly important, there 
are other pieces missing from the puzzle. We need to think 

big picture; we need to think about OUTCOMES.
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